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Abstract - In a growing and develop country like India specifically, Ration card is the 

important documents which poor people need. All the people having a ration card to buy 

the various materials (sugar, rice, oil, kerosene, etc.) from the ration shops which are 

funded by government. But as we know due to increasingly corruption and 

commercialization, it's becoming challenging day by day for people to get a hold of goods 

and stuffs what government sends in the same quality and quantity. In current scenario, 

this system is having two drawbacks. Firstly, the weight of the material may be inaccurate 

and inappropriate due to human manual mistakes and secondly, if we do not buy the 

goods and materials by the end of the month, they will re-sale to others without any 

intimation to the government and consumers. In this project, propose Automatic Ration 

Materials Distribution based on GSM (Global System for Mobile) and QR-code.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 The government provides subsidised food, oil, and 

fuel to economically disadvantaged citizens through ration 

shops, which are also available to the general public. 

Farmers will supply the stock for these ration shops, which 

will be sold at reduced prices. New commodities arrive at 

these establishments every month, and they must be 

distributed to the general public. The majority of ration 

shop operators are immoral, and only authorised 

individuals receive the appropriate amount of ration. To 

combat these deceptive practises, a system has been put in 

place that contains the following features. 

1. A fingerprint authentication mechanism is used to 

identify a specific user, which ensures the system's 

security. 

2. An Android application must be used to pick the 

commodity and quantity. 

3. The amount of information that has been pre-

programmed is rationed. 

4. Rationing system that is fully automated. 

The central government purchases and distributes 

specific essential goods under the public distribution 

system at fixed central issue prices, ensuring the country's 

food security (PDS). Iodized salt, palm oil, candles, ghee, 

cloth, and other items were previously available through 

the PDS. The present Department of Food and Supplies, on 

the other hand, has restricted fair price distribution to a few 

grains, wheat, rice, sugar, and kerosene oil. Ration stores 

are currently located in 4, 78,000 locations across India. It 

is the world's greatest distribution network, with villages, 
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towns, and cities. Ration cards are issued to citizens by the 

Department of Food and Supplies based on their financial 

situation. There are mainly two types of cards: 

Below povertyline (BPL) cards Above povertyline 

(APL) cards. 

The vital commodities laws, many fraudulent 

operations are taking place on unfair price stores. In order 

to obtain basic requirements, users are forced to wait in 

long queues for hours. The information of cardholders and 

their family members is recorded in a notebook. As a 

result, the book had to be manually inserted every time the 

cardholder performed a transaction. It's difficult to keep 

track of everything in a book. To reduce 

misappropriations, an effective and automated technique is 

required. The number of family members in the card 

holder's household determines the amount of rations to be 

distributed [6]. The Vital Goods Act of 1955 governs the 

trade of certain essential commodities by keeping a close 

check on inventory, movement, and quality. 

A. Objective and motivation of the project 

To reduce misappropriations, an effective and 

automated technique is required. The number of rations 

supplied is determined by the number of family members 

living in the cardholder's residence. The Necessary Goods 

Act of 1955, which regulates commerce in certain vital 

commodities by keeping a strict eye on inventory, 

movement, quality, and availability, is enforced by the 

Department of Food and Supplies [3]. Enforcement is 

defined as the gathering of information and verification of 

violations of applicable control orders, as well as taking 

action against the min accordance with the Essential 

Commodities Act's requirements cards, and to make 

manual data entry less time-consuming. The technique is 

used to protect fair-priced shop products in black 

marketplaces. 

The aim is to provide an interface that ensures user 

data privacy and security in the cloud, as well as a safe and 

efficient rationing system. 

An objective is to keep track of the inventory and 

ensure that the amount and size of the foods are correct. 

Customers will be able to monitor the food stock available 

at the store via another Android app (End User) [6]. The e-

Ration System is being introduced in order to improve the 

current PDS system and make it more efficient. Customers 

and shops will be served through an IoT gadget and an 

Android app, as well as a web-based PDS system, in this 

project. There will be a Web Portal (Admin) where the 

PDS department will update the stock on the web portal 

whenever they send the food item stock to the shopkeeper, 

allowing us to easily track the food supply quantity and 

eliminate the guess work station. 

B. Scope of the Project 

Computerization can help to modernize the FPS. The 

purpose of this project is to use the SMART CARD to 

develop a more efficient and effective ration card system. 

The suggested arrangement will benefit users, retailers, 

and the government alike. This Android app and one IoT 

device are used by shopkeepers, and it is simple to use and 

save money. By inputting their ration id on the internet, 

beneficiaries can check their ration data. The confirmation 

message of the commodity lifted by the customer is 

included in the notification. When rationing begins, 

software will distribute dates based on region category and 

send notifications to groups based on date. The beneficiary 

can check stock availability and file a complaint about the 

material or any other problem. Automation of the ration 

shop's distribution system, as well. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The improvised method of applying smart ration cards 

is proposed in this study. The main goals of the smart 

ration card are to provide food grains and other essential 

items to vulnerable sections of society at affordable 

(subsidized) prices, as well as to eliminate inefficiency in 

the targeting of beneficiaries and the resulting subsidy 

leakage, which is the current PDS's main flaw (Public 

Distribution System). The creation of a unique database of 

Indian residents can help attain this goal and will use the 

most advanced technology and methods to achieve this 

goal. This will result in a database free of duplicate entries 
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and ghost cards, reducing the risk of unlawful and fake 

claims, as well as ration fraud [1]. 

The purpose of web enabled ration distribution and 

corruption controlling system is to synthesize and review 

existing theoretical and empirical work on corruption in 

order to highlight areas where more research is needed. 

Modernizing the PDS can be aided by computerization. 

As is customary, the southern states have led the way on 

many reforms aimed at addressing the challenges outlined 

above, and even poorer states are gradually changing 

policies and implementation methods to meet PDS issues. 

This study describes a strategy for controlling diversion 

and leakage in the delivery mechanism utilizing ICT, as 

well as its successful implementation in the 

computerization of the food grain supply chain. 0.78 

million farmers have gotten computer-generated checks 

without delay as a result of the operation. Citizen 

participation in the system has risen in the monitoring of 

PDS [2]. 

The efforts to tackle one of the corruption problems 

entail a form of electrodynamics web template where 

distribution of kerosene, rice, wheat, and other 

commodities in rural and urban areas will be checked, 

monitored, and managed while filtering the corruption 

problem. The Web-Enabled Ration Distribution and 

Controlling website will allow to remotely monitor the 

kerosene outlet and the vehicles that deliver the kerosene 

and ration materials until they reach the storage areas, as 

well as the distribution to local people, which will be done 

centrally through a web application that will keep track of 

user ids and passwords for each person with solenoid 

valves and Hooper valves to control ration outlet 

openings, and so on... This ensures that no one is directly 

involved in the distribution system, as well as whether or 

not [4]. 

The goal of New Public Management is to improve 

public service delivery on a global scale. Changes in 

service delivery are brought about by societal demands or 

government vision. Adaptation to e-governance is also 

viewed similarly across maturity models. The social, 

political, and economic growth of a society are all 

dependent on its technological competence. 

Developments in the social, political, and economic 

sectors, as well as changes in technology, occur in stages. 

However, rather than focusing on growth, the state's 

vision should be guided by worries for residents' abilities 

alone. ICT projects will be successful if the design, 

ambitions of society, and government concerns are all in 

sync. When technology is driven only by a strategic 

vision, the design of technology may not represent the 

possibilities that technological capabilities can provide, 

and governance processes may not be optimized to 

empower citizens [5]. 

eRation Shop: An Automation Tool for Fair Price 

Shop under the Public Distribution System in the State of 

Andhra examines a strategy for controlling diversion and 

leakage in the delivery mechanism utilising ICT, as well 

as its successful use in the computerization of the food 

grain supply chain. The goal of this study is to improve 

the system's visibility, accessibility, and efficiency by 

creating a software solution that streamlines the PDS/FP 

process [6]. 

III. EXISTING SYSTEM 

When a recipient discovers that our monthly ration is 

available in a store, they go there with their traditional 

ration card, which must be renewed every 1-2 years. The 

card is accepted by the beneficiary, who then joins the line. 

When his or her turn comes, he or she hands over his or 

her ration card to a shopkeeper with an E-PoS (Electronic 

Point-of-Sale) system, who enters the information on it and 

then hands the recipient the relevant commodity based on 

the card type. In his register, the shopkeeper also adds a 

note. Following that, the shopkeeper obtains the signature 

of the beneficiary and produces a receipt. Payment is made 

after that. In the current system, beneficiaries are 

uninformed of supply availability [3]. The drawback of 

existing system is as follows. 

A. Stock Availability 

The existing system has a severe flaw: we can't check 

live stock at ration shops to see if food is available [2]. As 
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a result, we propose establishing a system in which, as 

PDS ships stock to shopkeepers, our system updates the 

food stock quantity, allowing customers to use the 

customer app to check whether stock is present or not at 

the shop. 

B. Publish Rush & they will not maintain the Social 

Distancing 

Every first week of the month, there will be a large 

crowd in front of the ration shop, and they will not keep 

any social distance, causing the corona virus to spread. To 

address this issue, we will create our own algorithm, which 

will be responsible for performing the following tasks. 

This algorithm delivers clients sms and app notifications. It 

will only send sms and notifications to 50 customers each 

day, as well as assign a time slot for them to pick up their 

meal. As a result, we can keep the social distance [5] with 

this strategy. 

C. Existing Finger Biometric Authentication Device 

In the current PDS system, they used a Finger 

Biometric Authentication Device to get and validate the 

customer's ration stock and family details. However, 

because of the system's frequent use, one of the devices 

failed to get the customer's finger print, and in this 

system, the shopkeeper has to physically touch the 

customer's finger, which spreads covid type viruses. And 

this Biometric Authentication Device is far too sluggish 

and inefficient. To solve this problem, we replaced the 

biometric device with a QR code system, which 

eliminates the need for the shopkeeper to touch the 

customer's finger and has a faster execution time than the 

biometric device. Each consumer has a unique QR code 

that contains their personal information. 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

First and foremost, we will deploy E-government 

technology in the planned activity, which is being used in 

practically every facet of government administration. The 

E-Rationing system would be used to fight corruption and 

lower commodity quality. The user would create an online 

account using their personal information and credentials. 

In addition, family information must be submitted while 

registering. As a result, once a person receives notification 

that products or services have been delivered, he must go 

through the verification process to prove that he is the 

authorised individual. Once the verification is completed 

successfully, he can collect the quantity registered into the 

system [4]. 

 

Figure 1. System Architecture 

Using QR codes, it will be possible to design a unique 

module for each consumer. Similarly, we plan to create a 

complaint platform where customers may file a complaint 

against a distributor if the food is of poor quality. 

A. QR Code 

 

Figure 2. QR Code System 

This method explains the concept of QR pictures, which 

is a low-risk method for automatically putting QR Codes 

into colour photos. These embeddings can be used to cover 

the entire region of any colour image and are compatible 

with traditional decoding tools. The image's luminance 

values are encoded using QR information bits, which take 
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use of QR scanners' ability to tolerate local brightness 

changes. Haloing masks are utilised to select modified 

pixels and nonlinear programming techniques are used to 

improve brightness levels locally to reduce the optical 

distortion of the QR picture. 

B. Quality Metric  

The quality metric used to optimise the luminance 

levels of the QR image uses a tractable model for the 

likelihood of error, as well as models of the human visual 

system. The optimization techniques presented are 

designed to be scalable to parallel implementations in 

order to reduce processing time while also accounting for 

the mechanics of a common linearization method. The 

experimental results reveal that as the embedding 

parameters change, the decoding rate and perceived quality 

decline smoothly. The proposed and existing approaches 

are graphically compared. 

C. ESP32-CAM 

The ESP32-CAM is a tiny and low-power camera 

module based on the ESP32 microcontroller. It has a TF 

card slot and an OV2640 camera. The ESP32-CAM can be 

used for wireless video surveillance, WiFi picture upload, 

QR identification, and other intelligent IoT applications. 

 

Figure 3. ESP32 Camera Pinout 

 

The features of ESP32-CAM are as follows. 

i. On board ESP32-S module, supports Wi-Fi + 

Bluetooth 

ii. OV2640 camera with flash 

iii. Onboard TF card slot for data storage that 

supports upto a 4GB TF card 

iv. Supports Wi-Fi video monitoring and Wi-Fi 

image upload 

D. ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module 

It's a self-contained system on chip (SOC) with an 

integrated TCP/IP protocol stack that can connect any 

microcontroller to your Wi-Fi network. The ESP8266 can 

run an application or offload entire Wi-Fi networking to 

another processor. Each ESP8266 module comes pre-

programmed with AT command set software, allowing you 

to connect it to your Arduino device and receive about as 

much Wi-Fi functionality as a Wi-Fi Shield (right out of 

the box)! The ESP8266 module is a low-cost board with a 

large and expanding user base. 

 

Figure.4. ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module 

With appropriate processing and storage on board, this 

module can communicate with sensors and other 

application-specific devices via its GPIOs with minimal 

development and load during runtime. Because of its great 

on-chip integration, the front-end module is designed to 

take up as little PCB space as feasible. The ESP8266 offers 

APSD support for VoIP applications and Bluetooth co-

existence interfaces, as well as a self-calibrated RF for 

operation in any environment with no additional RF parts 

[2]. 

VI. RESULTS 

In this section we are going to discuss the results 

extracted from the practical implementation of the 

system. The given Fig. shows the parameter display. In 

this section we are going to discuss the results extracted 

from the practical implementation of the system. The 

given Fig. shows the parameter display. 
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Figure 1: Login Module               Figure 2: Registration 

 

   

Figure 3: QR Code                 Figure 4: Home Screen 

 

 

Figure 5: Admin Module 

V. CONCLUSION 

The Internet of Things-based smart public distribution 

system is an automated mechanism that compensates for 

current fair price sellers. Minutiae extraction is used for 

fingerprint authentication, making the system more secure 

and accurate. It eliminates fake ration card holders and 

protects the general public's interests, ensuring food 

security in the country. Its performance has the potential to 

aid in the reduction of corruption. If the commodity and 

amount are picked using the Android app, the system will 

be more intelligent and resilient. 
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